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SSI hubcity. The right solution.
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Mission/Vision

Our mission is to remain an agile, proficient leader in innovative 

technology and applications. A company that offers a no-nonsense, 

hands-on approach to the professional design, installation and 

management of complex solutions. 

Our flexibility and proactive technique sets us apart. We enthusiastically

settle for nothing less than exceeding your expectations. We listen closely

and set our sights on helping you increase profits, reach more customers

and boost revenue. 
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Partners

SSI hubcity takes a 

three-pronged 

approach to partnering.

Of course, every 

company with which

we partner must offer

a superior product.

That’s just the 

beginning.  Equally

important is whether

a potential partner

offers a customer-

centric channel program that

benefits our clients. Lastly, we partner only with

companies whose employees’ standards of excellence

match our own - and yours. 
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Company Overview

SSI hubcity is a new company that goes way back. The fusion of SSi and

Hub City Media is actually the official pairing of two successful technology

firms operated by longtime colleagues whose mutual respect evolved into

friendship.

It binds the impressive software infrastructure talents of Hub City Media

with the data management, security and managed-services prowess of SSi.

Both companies embraced a forthright, personable approach to business.

SSI Hubcity continues that tradition.

SSI Hubcity defines synergy. Merged, the two companies - already vibrant

with camaraderie, talent and a humanistic approach - are a powerhouse of

expertise.  Connect with us and your business will prosper.
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Philosophy

First you learn to listen. Then you listen to learn. We approach technology

and business challenges with open minds, decades of experience and a

focus on really listening to customers.  We staff only the finest experts and

we nurture their ability to be creative and imaginative in crafting optimal

solutions. You get straight talk about technology and we back our words

with decisive action.  

Technology is ever-evolving. Our goal is to meet today’s business 

challenges with today’s superior technologies and meld them in cost-

effective ways. Our confidence is based on our competence. We don’t just

sell solutions. We are the solution. 
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Solutions 

Software infrastructure design, data lifecycle management, security and 
managed services. It’s what we do, and we do it better because we don’t
burden you with layers of middlemen. We staff only the best and that’s who
you’ll get. There is no “B-Team” at SSI hubcity.

Data Lifecycle Management. All data is not created equal! Some data assets are
more valuable than others and data that’s critical today might be less vital in the
future. If you’re not tailoring your data management investment with an eye on
your data’s ever-changing value, you’re wasting money. 

SSI hubcity takes a practical approach that balances the cost of storing 
information with its value, over time, to your business. Whether its recovery
plans, backup architecture, clustering or data replication services, we assess the
service-level requirements of your information assets and determine the most
cost effective way to allocate your hardware, software and service investments.  

Information Security. You want your business to grow, but every move you
make can expose your vital systems and data to unwanted risk. At SSI hubcity,
we go beyond merely protecting your current information assets. We know
how to secure your future.

Most other providers address security in one of two ways. They focus on
processes or on point-solutions. This can leave you vulnerable.  We take a cost-
effective, holistic approach. We understand that security must saturate your
whole enterprise so we cover all the proper services, point solutions and 
personnel training needed to round out a vigilant IT environment.
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Managed Services. You have a great staff. But managing large IT systems 
can be daunting and costly. Our knowledge and expertise take the headache
out of managing vital information systems. We’re a partner that can be trusted
for system monitoring, managed remote system administration, remote 
database administration services and managed security services.  Using SSI
hubcity’s managed services brings an added bonus: Continuous exposure to
third-party experts who offer fresh, creative perspectives that can save money
and boost revenue.

Software Infrastructure Development. You’re business is unique. Generic 
software can impede its growth. Maybe your information systems don’t
communicate with each other. Perhaps you need a system to track 
transactions or take orders. Planning on rolling out a line or business? You’ll
need customized software.

If there’s a business need, we can fill it with software that supports new 
business processes or streamlines and supports existing ones. Few can match
our years of experience - grounded in financial-market software creation - or
our ability to craft advanced solutions that go way beyond the commonplace.

www.ssihubcity.com
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collateral insert - TBA
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H e a d q u a rt e r s
6 Bridge Street
Metuchen, NJ 08840
p: 732.635.9500
f: 732.635.9510
njsales@ssihubcity.com

2420 Sand Creek Road C1 316
Brentwood, CA 94513
p: 925.513.8660
f: 925.513.8655
casales@ssihubcity.com

1133 Broadway
Suite 1322
New York, NY 10010
p: 212.243.4890
f: 212.243.4857
nycsales@ssihubcity.com

806 Fayette Street
Suite 200
Conshohocken, PA 19428
p: 610.834.5555
f: 610.834.5520
pasales@ssihubcity.com

111 Boston Post Road
Suite 214
Sudbury, MA 01776
p: 978.440.9800
f: 978.440.8200
masales@ssihubcity.com

10894 CR 350
Terrell, TX  75161
p: 972.551.3415
f: 972.551.3418
txsales@ssihubcity.com

www.ssihubcity.com


